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Editor's note 

As promised here is the addition of the newsletter as we 
changed the Editorial role over. 
 
When this was first written by Carrie there was the 
possibility of a Victorian Branch Show in Bendigo but as 
you are already aware COVID has seen our Branch 
show cancelled.   
 
Many breeders will have kids on the ground by the time 
you receive this and so we have included an article on 
Milk hygiene which is important both for our safety and 
the kid’s safety if you are bottle feeding.  
 
Thank you to Kirsti Stephens for the Deborah Niemann 
article on Coccidiosis and for gaining permission for its 
reprint in our newsletter.     
 
Enjoy Deb. 
 
 

Leaving Editor’s note: 
 
It's been a big year in so very many ways.  Lots of us 
have unfortunately been flat out with work, added to this 
COVID lockdowns constantly changing and further 
complicating life.  This issue of the newsletter is a 
combined issue.  
 
Due to the same life and commitments which have made 
a regular newsletter very challenging to accomplish, I am 
stepping back from the role of editor, and wish my 
successor Deb, with Bryony assisting, all the best in the 
exciting and busy job of keeping everyone up to date.  
 
As we all gear up for kidding season, now is a great time 
to evaluate - where are we going with our goats, our 
breeds, and our national herd? Hopefully somewhere 
sustainable, productive and full of improvement.  
 
Take care! 
Carrie Florance 
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Blue Brook Vivaldi  
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MILK HANDLING TO MAINTAIN MILK QUALITY 
Healthy goats produce healthy milk. 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING MILK QUALITY 

 

HOUSING AND HUSBANDRY 

Intensive numbers of animals may increase the risk of contamination of udders due to a high 

stocking rate, concentration of waste and soiled bedding. 

 

FAECES 

Faeces may contaminate the exterior of the udder and introduce pathogens into raw milk 

 

WATER 

Contaminated water used for stock drinking, teat washing and cleaning can increase 

environmental contamination. 

 

MILKING 

Poor milking practices, including dirty, chapped or cracked teats, hairy udders, inadequate 

cleaning and maintenance of milking equipment can lead to the contamination of raw milk. 

 

DISEASE 

Diseased goats (those with mastitis) will show increased shedding of pathogens into raw 

milk. 

 

Quality milk starts with a clean environment. When goats lie down their udders are in direct 

contact with the floor. The risk of mastitis or infection increases greatly in dirty environments. 

Adequate bedding and regular cleaning of sleeping areas also helps keep udders clean. 

 

The teat sphincter is critical to udder health and protection from infection. This remains open 

for about an hour after milking but then it contracts and helps keep bacteria out of the udder. 

If it is damaged by trauma or overmilking there is a greater chance of mastitis.  

 

GETTING READY TO MILK BY HAND 

Long udder hairs should be clipped regularly if udders are visibly dirty clean them with dry 

paper towel. I have found that disinfectant baby wipes can be quite useful as well. Avoid 

using water as water can go down the udder and into the teat. If you need to wash use a 

disinfectant wash and dry the udder thoroughly do not use the same cloth on the next 

animal. 

 

The milking area should be clean and calm. My girls like classical music on while I milk they 

do not like Jazz or Blues.  

 

Strip a few squirts of milk into a small container and check the milk looks clean and healthy, 

Signs of mastitis can be swollen udder, teat redness, hot udder or pain when udder touched 

and abnormal milk; clots, clumps, watery colour, blood. If all looks okay then commence to 

milk the goat into a clean container. I try and use a stainless-steel bucket if I milk by hand 
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but a well washed plastic bucket is also okay. As soon as you have finished the milk needs 

to be strained and refrigerated immediately. 

 

After milking it is a good idea to dip or spray the teats with a teat dip for milking animals. 

Some teat dips contain iodine while other a contain chlorhexidine. I bought some 

chlorhexidine antiseptic in small quantity at Chemist Warehouse and I have this in a spray 

bottle that I spray on.  

 

If you suspect mastitis you need to speak to your vet for treatment. A home way to check for 

possible mastitis is squeeze some dish detergent into a small amount of milk if it is slimy you 

may have mastitis. Some mastitis are sub clinical and you may not know the animal has a 

problem. 

 

I herd record and when I get results I get a somatic cell count for each goat. The accepted 

threshold for a healthy cow is up to 100,000 somatic cells per ml of milk. It is generally 

accepted that an indicator of mastitis is 200,000 cells per ml. I am not an expert on this but 

my research is that these numbers can be higher in goats.  If I did get a result of 200,000 

cells per ml I would be talking to my vet.  

 

BY MACHINE 

The same procedures should be carried out if milking by machine. I dip my teat cups in 

disinfectant between each goat and it is most important that the machine is kept clean and in 

good working order. Check lines for cleanliness and teats regularly for damage.  

 

After milking in the morning I run an acid wash through my machine using a powder 

purchased from a dairy supplier. I then flush with water and leave my stainless-steel bucket 

to drain. At night I use an alkaline wash and do the same thing. Every month I do what I call 

a bomb wash where I use double the amount of cleaner and flush the machine out. You 

need to use commercial cleaners to make sure you don’t get milk stone build up in your 

lines. Every 6 weeks I take the whole machine apart and wash and disinfect the parts.  

It is also important that you have the pulsation right on your machine. If there is too much 

pressure or pulsation this can damage the teats and udder. My machine is 90 pulses per 

minute as recommended by the manufacturer and I check this regularly.  

 

FEEDING MILK TO KIDS 

Milk bottles and teats must be cleaned after each feed to stop contamination. I rinse in cold 

water and then put them in a solution of Milton I find the tablets the best. You can also use a 

very weak bleach solution. Check teats regularly for wear and damage and replace. I also 

use a bottle brush to clean my bottles. Milk needs to be refrigerated and heated to warm 

before feeding.   

 

Bulk feeders are a great way to feed many kids but you need to clean regularly. I have gone 

back to using individual bottles in a rack as I can check how much each kid gets but I know if 

you have huge numbers of kids this is just not viable.  

This is just my suggestions for keeping milk clean and safe.  

 

Bryony LePoidevin - Anama Stud 
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Coccidiosis  

Article by Deborah Niemann from https://thriftyhomesteader.com/ reprinted with permission. 

Parasites are the leading cause of death in goats. Although people usually think of intestinal worms 
immediately, coccidia are intestinal protozoa that can cause death in kids, as well as diarrhea and 
overall poor body condition. Just as over-reliance on drugs has caused problems with dewormer 
resistance, some people are seeing drug-resistant coccidia. In both cases, this happens because 
people use drugs more often than is needed or they use drugs rather than management to keep their 
goats healthy. 

With only three types of drugs available to treat coccidiosis — sulfa drugs, amprolium, and toltrazuril 
— it is not hard to find yourself with a resistance problem. Like other health issues, including worms, 
you will never be able to get control of it by only using drugs. You need a coccidia prevention plan 
based upon management. 

Prevent infection 

First, you have to eliminate the source of infection as much as possible. All adults have some level of 
coccidia in their intestines. Kids get infected when they nibble on soiled bedding, hay, or other food. 
This is why many people who bottle-feed will house all kids separately from adults. Even then, 
coccidiosis is a common occurrence in most herds with bottle-fed kids. It can be spread from adult 
areas to kid areas on the bottom of your shoes because stepping on poop in unavoidable. 

Years ago when one of my mentors tried to impress upon me the importance of a clean barn, I 
thought she was nuts. Seriously, how can you keep a barn totally clean? I cringe when I think of what 
my barn bedding used to look like — lots of exposed goat berries. Today, I tell all of our interns that if 
they don’t think a stall is clean enough for them to sit in, it needs more straw. In other words, cover up 
all the exposed poop. 

Since goats poop little berries, most of it slips through the straw. You don’t wind up with a lot being 
exposed if you give it daily attention. Depending upon how many goats are in a stall overnight, we 
usually need to add one or two flakes of straw every day or two. If you have lots of poop all over the 
bedding every morning, you either need more bedding or you simply have too many goats in that 
space. 

Excellent nutrition 

Second, kids need the antibodies in their mother’s milk because they are born with a very immature 
immune system. I’ve heard far too many people talk about cutting back on bottles or separating kids 
from their mother nightly when they are only a few weeks old. 

They assume that since the kid is eating hay or grain, they don’t need the milk that much. That’s just 
not true. Milk has an entirely different nutrient profile than other foods. It contains easily digestible 
protein and calcium for their fast-growing bodies. 

A well-fed kid will increase its birth weight three to ten times by the time it’s two months old, 
depending upon breed. The larger breeds don’t seem to multiply their weight as much as smaller 
breeds. My Nigerian dwarf kids grow from 2 – 4 pounds to 17 – 24 pounds, increasing their birth 
weight by seven to ten times in two months, while my friend with Kikos only sees her goats triple or 
quadruple their birth weight by the time she weans at three months. But milk is far more than simply a 
way to get nutrients into a kid. It’s the cornerstone of good health. 
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When I was new to goats, I gave kids a maximum of 24 ounces of raw milk a day because that was 
the most common practice at the time. Through years of experimentation, I’ve learned that Nigerian 
dwarf kids do best if they’re getting 32 to 36 ounces a day of raw milk either with mom or in a bottle. 

If bottle-feeding, you need to split this into three or four bottles throughout the day to avoid diarrhea. 
People who want to get kids down to only two bottles a day as quickly as possible wind up giving the 
kids less milk than they need because kids will get diarrhea if they drink too much milk in a single 
bottle. 

At 24 ounces a day, kids will grow well, but you might have a problem with coccidiosis. At 16 ounces, 
the kids’ growth will be slow, and they will have big problems with coccidiosis and worms. People who 
bottle-feed at that level or use milk replacer also start kids on coccidiostats at three weeks of age. 
This is why I don’t let a first freshener feed triplets (I bottle-feed one) and why a doe has to have a 
good milking history for me to even consider letting her raise quadruplets. Even then, I weigh the kids 
daily for the first two weeks and weekly for the first two months. For a Nigerian dwarf doe to 
adequately nourish triplets, she needs to produce at least 4 pounds a day (1/2 gallon) for good 
growth. The more she produces beyond that, the healthier the kids will be. 

Weighing kids regularly is the key to overcoming coccidiosis problems in your herd. Since we started 
weighing kids daily in 2014, we have had one case of coccidiosis in a kid. And when helping others 
who have kids with challenging problems with coccidiosis, being underweight is always part of the 
picture. 

Far too many people think they can eyeball their kids’ body condition to know they are getting enough 
milk. But when we started weighing kids, I discovered that the scale will tell me I have a problem long 
before my eyeballs and hands would have known. I want to see my ND kids gain an average of 4 
ounces per day. If a kid is not hitting that target, we supplement them. No one has eyeballs or hands 
sensitive enough to be able to see that a kid is gaining only 2 ounces per day versus 4 ounces per 
day, yet that is the difference between merely surviving and thriving. 

When I had this conversation with someone last year, she insisted that her doe had been successfully 
raising quads. I asked her to weigh them. She reported back that their weights varied from 14 to 24 
pounds. Obviously, someone was getting way more than his fair share while his “little” sister was 
terribly under-nourished.  

Also, after weighing kids regularly, I realized that I was not really happy with the idea of selling them if 
they were less than 20 pounds. For more than a decade I had followed the common practice of selling 
kids at two months, even though I sometimes worried about the kids because I just didn’t feel like they 
were big enough. But I had never heard anyone talk about using weight as guideline for weaning. 
However, it makes far more sense than simply picking a random date on the calendar. Virtually all of 
my kids do hit that 20-pound goal by 8 to 10 weeks of age, and I sleep much better at night after 
selling kids when they are 20 pounds or heavier. 

Unfortunately, I get a lot of messages from people who have kids with chronic coccidiosis, which 
weigh only 10-15 pounds at three to four months of age. In this video, I show you some of the 
spreadsheets where we track kids’ weight gain, including quintuplets that doubled their weight before 
they were two weeks old and also hit that 20 pound mark by two months of age. 
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Avoid stress 

 
Stress is the third part of the coccidiosis picture. If goats are stressed by weaning or moving to a new 

farm, they are more likely to have a problem. For this reason, we never wean doelings that are staying 

on our farm. We separate them from their mothers overnight starting at two months of age so that we 

can milk the dam in the morning, but they spend the day on the pasture with each other. By doing this, 

we no longer have a problem with coccidiosis or worms in our doelings, and they usually grow fast 

enough to breed for kidding as yearlings. 

What NOT to do … 

Most of the drugs that are sold to treat coccidiosis also have instructions on the label providing 
dosages for using the drugs as a preventative. This is a bad idea because if you are giving one of 
those drugs, and your goats get coccidiosis in spite of it, then the coccidia is resistant to that drug. 

Remember, there are only three different types of drugs in the US, so you need to avoid using them 
as much as possible. You want those drugs to work when you really need them. If you know you have 
a chronic problem, have not been able to get a handle on the management yet, and you want to use a 
chemical preventative, you can use a feed additive or medicated feed. These alternatives have a 
completely different mode of action than the drugs that are used to treat an active infection. 

People often worry about kids dying from coccidiosis, but the reality is that a low-grade chronic 
infection can be just as devastating. It can do permanent damage to the intestines so that the goat will 
always have trouble absorbing nutrients and will never grow to its full potential. 

As the saying goes, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Years ago, seeing diarrhea-
covered kids seemed an inevitable part of spring. But by changing our management practices, kids 
with coccidiosis have become the exception rather than the norm. 
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Shows Results 
For those unfamiliar with showing, the requirements generally are: 

● That either the goats to be shown, or your entire herd over 12 months old, be tested negative 

for CAE and JD in the last 12 months 

● That the goats to be shown are registered  

Preferably, the goats should be: 

● washed and/or clipped.  

●  Lead trained 

● Hooves nicely trimmed 

● Udder hair should be trimmed, and ideally inside ears and under tails should be cleaned  

Shows are an excellent way to get feedback on your breeding, see other goats, share ideas and 

socialise.  

 

Orbost Show results 

An annual event on labour day Monday in March, we were very lucky again to dodge covid 

restrictions, with our show falling just after a snap lockdown, and before another one! Sadly, one of 

our exhibitors had to cancel that morning, but with four exhibitors and roughly 30 goats, there were 

enough people and goats to feel like a real show again.  

 

Major results were: 

 

Best udder first lactation: Gippy Goats Matilda 

Best udder second lactation: Kudumba Malkijah 

Best udder overall: Kudumba Malkijah 

 

Champion Doe: SkyDreams Ventura 

Reserve Champion Doe: Kudumba Malkijah 

 

Champion Buck: Sunday Leonardo 

Reserve Champion Buck: Chelsea Park Sadiqs Ike 

 

Champion Goatling: SkyDreams Bellbird 

Reserve Champion Goatling: SkyDreams Clarinet 

 

 

Champion Kid: SkyDreams Berrylium  

Reserve Champion: Gippy Goats Tikvah 

 

Supreme Champion: SkyDreams Ventura 

 

 

Orbost Show results above and show photos below courtesy of Carrie Florance.  
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Best udder first lactation: Gippy Goats Matilda 
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Second Lactation Line up Orbost 

 

 

 
Champion Doe Line up Orbost 
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Champion Goatling: SkyDreams Bellbird 

 

 
Reserve Champion Goatling: SkyDreams Clarinet 
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Champion Kid: SkyDreams Berrylium  

 
Reserve Champion Kid: Gippy Goats Tikvah 
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Champion Doe & Supreme Champion Orbost: SkyDreams Ventura 

 

 
Orbost Show Goat Exhibitors 
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How Do You Give Advice? 
Article reprinted from The Australian Goat World March, 1963. 

 

How do you give advice on the care of dairy goats?  When a novice comes to you for help with 

the goats he has or hopes to have, it is the greatest compliment that can be given to you as a 

breeder.  Do you give him the attention and consideration that will justify his confidence?  Just 

seeing your goats should give him a real thrill-if you are doing a good job yourself.  It gives him 

a vision of what he can do. 

 

Your advice on the right kind of buildings and equipment can go far towards making his goat-keeping 

easy and satisfying-or drudgery.  It may show him the merits of having less goats, well kept, rather 

than more goats that suffer from inattention. 

 

When he asked you about a doe or buck for breeding purposes, telling you he doesn’t know a thing 

about selecting them, do you select the best one he can afford, or do you consider it an opportunity to 

shove off the cull that the experienced would reject?  Here may be the difference between a man soon 

quitting the raising of dairy goats- or a satisfied customer that will buy from you frequently in the 

years to come, and be a living testimonial for your herd. 

 

Do you point out the weaknesses in breeding so that he can learn and build a better herd for himself?  

If, for instance, a strain has a hereditary tendency to hermaphroditism or supernumerary teats, do you 

explain these faults to the novice and demonstrate how they are inherited so that he may shun them?  

Or do you consider it an opportunity to cull out such stock from your herd and let the beginner learn 

from experience? 

 

How much do you feed?  Do you try to explain some of the theory and practice of feeding so that he 

may get the best results from the goats, and do it most economically? 

 

Have you told the beginner that he must not let his bucks run loose with the does and why?  And that 

he must make provision to separate the sexes when the kids are not too many weeks old?  Without this 

advice he may count on one small building to house his entire herd, to his ultimate great disgust and 

unexpected expense. 

 

There is more to this goat keeping than buying a goat.  Not just any old goat will do the job.  Neither 

will any sort of thoughtless advice be of real use to the beginner. 

 

Give Advice - Freely.  Sell good stock.  Then you’ll be known as a good breeder. 

©Greenhaven 
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Keeping Goats Calm Reduces STRESS 
By Gail Luttmann, Gainesboro, TN, USA from United Capriene News Oct. 1986 

 

When a dairy goat experiences stress, its body temperature and rate of heart beat go up, and resistance 

to disease goes down.  Minimising stress improves both productivity and a herd’s ability to withstand 

disease.    Being transported, isolated, artificially inseminated, and experiencing surgery, or any other 

unusual, painful, or unpleasant experience, all causes stress.  

 

Early stressful experiences include weaning disbudding and castrating.  Rough handling during 

otherwise unstressful situations also leads to stress.  Gentleness, on the other hand minimises stress.  

Talk to each goat while you are with her so she gets used to the sound of her name and gains 

reassurance from it.  After any unusual or unpleasant experience continue talking calmly to the doe 

until she is settled back in her own familiar surroundings.   

 

Precondition you goats to each new procedure whenever possible.  Begin bringing a young doe to the 

milk stand well before she actually freshens to get her used to the idea.  Perform frequent health 

checks so that vaccinations, booster shots, and any necessary medications are easy to slip in,   

 

A regular schedule is important to reducing stress, but over-regimentation can actually increase stress, 

according to Temple Grandin, livestock handling specialist at the University of Illinois who 

recommends varying your routine.  For instance, have friends or family members occasionally help 

with the chores.  When someone else must stand in for you, your herd won’t be stressed by a stranger 

who moves, talks and acts in unfamiliar ways.  Being allowed to satisfy their curiosity at their own 

pace stresses goats less than being forced to confront the new thing or situation, claims Mr. Grandin.   

 

The wisdom of this approach was graphically illustrated during my recent visit to a commercial diary.   

A group of does refused to enter the milking areas where water had inadvertently been spilled on the 

floor.  When they began to mill around, instead of prodding, the dairyman waited patiently while the 

lead doe stretched her neck, sniffed, and otherwise analysed the situation.  Only after she was 

thoroughly satisfied that no danger threatened did she gingerly lead the other ladies over the damp 

floor.  Stress created by the unusual situation of spilled water was thus minimized in an appropriate 

way. 

 

 

©Greenhaven Anglo Nubian Stud 
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Goat Health Corner  
By Carrie Florance – Kudumba Dairy Goats 
While most breeders are not Veterinarians, there are a multitude of minor and regular ailments and 

conditions in our goats that are treated safely and effectively either without, or before vet advice. This 

depth of information is often shared at shows and during visits, but rarely elsewhere except in fleeting 

social media comments. My hope is to give an avenue for this goaty knowledge to be shared, and 

encourage breeders to assist others. There will be a scenario of a goat health problem and the situation 

(loosely based on common issues), for your feedback and ideas as to the problem and solutions!  

Please also send in any particular interesting scenarios you may have experienced if you would like 

thoughts. 

 

Please note: 

This is not professional medical advice except where stated. This is simply a sharing of knowledge, 

and should be treated as such. If you have a current situation beyond your knowledge, please consult 

professional advice. 

Goat Health Scenario 

Last edition: 

A goatling (year old doe) has started looking tender on her front feet, and her ankles seem to be 

turning out.  

 

Problem? There are several main problems this could be - the most likely are overgrown feet, 

especially a concern during wet weather, or weak bones from growing too fast for her mineral intake, 

especially common for kids who were born really small, drank too much milk compared to hay and 

roughage intake, or are growing well in the absence of a mineral block/source. A break or sprain is 

unlikely to be both feet, and would be swollen rather than turned out.  

 

Solution?  A thorough check of her hooves and ankles should determine if hoof growth is the 

problem. If ankles are turned, hooves can be left slightly longer on the low side to fix posture - called 

training the hooves. Regular hoof trimming is necessary during wet conditions.  

If it is determined bones are soft, supply of extra mineral blocks, and a calcium/magnesium 

supplement such as dolomite, or a mineral tablet, and vitamin A D and E supplement such as cod liver 

oil should be given to the young doe as she continues to grow.  

 

New scenario: It is approaching kidding season once again. One of your does goes into labour, but 

after a couple of hours, lots of mucous discharge, and some water, nothing much is happening. She's 

not pushing, just looking uncomfortable.  

What could this be?  
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Junior Goat Detective 
By Carrie Florance – Kudumba Dairy Goats 
 

Hi Junior Members, and welcome to your section! If you have photos of your goats, stories about 

them, or questions to ask, send them in to appear here. 

We would love to see your show experiences, new babies, and any tricks you may be teaching them. 

 

Throwback time…  

My very first goat was a wild horned doe kid named Megs. She didn't like anyone, and would run 

away as soon as we came near! However, after several months of giving her treats, finally she would 

come up to me, and I remember the day I was able to pat her at last! If you want your goats to care 

about you, you need to be consistent - feed them treats every day. Talk in a quiet, similar voice. Teach 

them their name or a whistle by using it regularly when you feed them. Spend time patting, brushing 

or giving them a scratch. When lead training, be careful to lead from under their ear, don't let them 

pull you, and reward whenever they step towards you. Raising with lots of affection from a young age 

is best, but if you do have a wild goat a bit older, a small pen, lots of treats and perseverance can work 

wonders. (photo to come)  

 

That's all the tips for now folks! Stay tuned for next edition :)  

 

We're also following a story, and you get to send in the answers!  

If you remember from last edition…. 

Now that Billy's girl goat is a year and a half old, Billy would like her to have some babies. He asks 

you whether they should buy a buck, borrow one, or bring their goatling to visit your buck.  

What do you tell him?  

 

Answer:  

Depending on whether or not you run a closed herd, his goatling may be able to come back to visit 

after a CAE and JD test, he may be able to borrow one of your bucks if he doesn't have any untested 

goats or sheep, or he may be able to pay a technician to AI her. You tell him that bucks should not be 

bought if the owner has less than three or four does, unless there is no way to get them to a buck 

easily, because keeping a buck is a big commitment requiring planning and good handling skills, and 

keeping them separate from thin or baby does is very challenging without exceptional fencing.  

 

This edition: 

Billy's goatling is now getting quite heavy in kid. Billy has been talking to farmers around, and is 

worried about pregnancy toxaemia, milk fever or a bad kidding. He asks you what he can do to keep 

his special girl safe and give the best chance to her unborn kids.  

 

What do you tell him?  
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© Carrie Florance 

 

 

 

  

CALL OUT TO ALL VICTORIAN DGSA MEMBERS. 

 

It looks increasing likely we will have no Victorian shows due to COVID and the 

unpredictability of this situation.  This causes more than the dilemma of no shows, it also 

means I have fewer photos of lovely goats to add to the newsletter and fewer opportunities 

for members to display off their goats.   

 

 If you have some good pictures of your well breed goats then send them into me please. 

 

Email photos to: victoriadgsanewsletter@gmail.com 

 

Please include the name of your goat and who to credit with your picture. 
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Kids in Lockdown! 
 

 
©Greenhaven Anglo Nubian Stud 

 

 

 


